
 

EXCURSIONES VIÑALES 
http://excursionvinales.webcindario.com                         excursionesvinalesreservas@gmail.com 

 

 

Viñales is one of the most emblematic places in Cuba, where incredible 

nature, tradition and its customs make it a must. 

 

We offer the possibility of enjoying Viñales with a two-day stay where you 

will not only visit the most emblematic of Viñales but also put your 

adrenaline to the test with our canopy "sensation of the year" and finish 

with a relaxing body massage. 

 

EXTREM COMBINATION 

VIÑALES TOUR + HORSEBACK EXCURSION + TRADITIONAL FOOD TRAD + 

CANOPY + BODY MASSAGE 

Day 1 

Start: From La Habana 

Hour: 7.00 am 

 

http://excursionvinales.webcindario.com/
mailto:excursionesvinalesreservas@gmail.com


 

 

Description: Start the tour at the Mirador de Los Jazmines, where you can enjoy a 

panoramic view of the Valley of Viñales.  

An official guide of the National Park will accompany you throughout your journey. 

Continue the visit to the main points of interest of the Mural  of Prehistory, Cueva del 

Indio, Palenque de los Cimarrones and Hotel La Ermita and if you want a short tour of 

the small town of Viñales. 

 

There will be a break for lunch in a Traditional Paladar, where you will be given a 

delicious Creole food, in a natural and peaceful environment, surrounded by nature. 

 

 

 

At the end of lunch they will be taken to the beginning of the path called Palmarito, 

from where they will start a journey through rural roads that cross the most famous 

tobacco fields of our region. 

 



 

 

The first stop will be made at the farmer's farm, where you will see the most famous 

tobacco plantations in the region, you will have the opportunity to visit a real dryer, 

where they will be explained in detail the drying of the tobacco leaf, and they will be 

shown the process of elaboration of the authentic pure artisan that will have 

opportunity to taste by courtesy of the farmer. 

 

 

 

Your second stop will take place in a peasant house where you will be given the 

opportunity to taste the authentic Criollo coffee, and the option to try the piña colada 

and another type of traditional cocktails from the region. 



Continue on the way to a natural lake of impressive beauty, where you can take a 

refreshing swim in its waters surrounded by exotic nature. They will also have the 

opportunity to taste if they want any typical drink of the region accompanied by 

traditional Cuban music. 

 

 

An intermediate stop to fill the stomach and make the best pictures of our wonderful 

valley, a World Heritage Site. 

Where you will also be shown the cultivation of coffee and our traditional guayabita 

rum, which is only grown in the Pinar del Río region. 

 

 

 



The return trip continues on a pleasant walk through rural roads surrounded by fields 

of cultivation and endemic nature where you can see some peasant work their land as 

it was done in the past. 

To finish, return to acommodation in Viñales. 

Día 2 

Salida: Desde Viñales 

Hora: 9.00 h 

 

 

 

Description: Today, you will be picked up at the house to take you to the start of 

Viñales Canopy, distributed on 8 platforms and whose route of more than 1 km runs 

through the distinctive landscape of Viñales. 

A unique experience for the most daring. 

They will be taken to lunch to a traditional Creole paladar. 

 

 

 



At the end of the lunch our guide will lead you to the facilities where a professional will 

be waiting for you, to perform a full body massage so that you return as new to 

Havana. 

 

Prices 

2 persons: 225 cuc x person 

3 persons: 215 cuc x person 

4 persons: 205 cuc x person 

5 persons: 195 cuc x person 

6 persons: 190 cuc x person 

 

From 7 people the excursion is made in more than one vehicle. 

Check the price. 

. Tips: Lightweight waterproof and comfortable shoes 

. Lunch includes: Traditional Creole food based on a varied buffet typical of regional 

foods. Includes a non-alcoholic drink 

.The price includes: Transportation, specialized guide services, all visits and 

explanations, lunch, canopy, massage and horses 

.The price does not include: Additional expenses that the client may have in drinks and 

other expenses 

.Important notes to consider 

. The guide reserves the right to alter the order of the visits depending on the condition 

of the roads in rainy seasons. 

 


